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The unique host-guest structure of the type-II silicon (Si) clathrate offers tunable electronic structures by doping guest atoms or molecules to the Si$_{28}$ cages. Here we investigate the possibility of inducing intermediate bands (IBs) by Cu and Ag atoms employing first-principles calculations based on the density functional theory. Our analyses reveal that one or two isolated Cu/Ag atoms around the cage center are required to obtain IBs useful for photovoltaics; however, further clustering is likely to occur, which removes IBs and converts these Si clathrates into metal. Specifically, the formation of Cu and Ag clusters is mainly determined by local thermodynamics and local kinetics, respectively. All the Cu-clathrate structures presenting IBs are not energetically favorable, making Cu inappropriate for IB solar cells, whereas clathrates with one or two Ag atoms inside the cage that have IBs are thermodynamically stable, but the subsequent aggregation to form 3Ag- or 4Ag-cluster will destroy IBs. Thus preventing clustering is crucial to realize IBs in Si clathrates by doping noble metal atoms.

PACS numbers: 71.28.+d, 71.20.-b, 71.15.Mb

I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon (Si) is the most widely used and the best known semiconductor in electronics and optoelectronics. Besides the common diamond bulk phase, Si can also crystallize into highly stable expanded frameworks known as clathrate, whose fundamental building blocks are face-sharing polyhedrons (cages). Because of ample empty space of cages, the interaction between guests (atoms and molecules) and clathrate is normally weak, as suggested by much larger magnitude and stronger temperature dependence of the isotropic atomic displacement parameters of guest atoms than those for Si atoms. The distinctive thermal and vibrational properties of filled clathrate, especially the soft phonon modes from guest atoms, have been intensively studied. The weak interaction between guests and host facilitates tuning electronic, optical and dynamical properties of clathrates; as a result, they exhibit many intriguing physical properties, such as glasslike thermal conductivity, superconductivity in $sp^3$ covalent bonded solids, and magnetism. Recently, Si clathrate materials have attracted intense research interest for applications including lithium ion batteries, thermoelectrics, photovoltaic (PV) cells and optoelectronics, etc.

The guest-host structure feature of clathrates could add intermediate bands (IBs) by guest atoms into the forbidden energy gap of clathrate for building highly efficient IB solar cells. Under the isotropic concentrated sunlight illumination (46,050 suns), the single-gap solar cells can achieve maximum PV efficiency about 41% with a band gap ($E_g$) of 1.1 eV. With the existence of IBs, besides the usual transitions between conduction bands and valence bands, additional absorption due to transitions involving the IBs occur, leading to an optimal efficiency of 63% by splitting a total band gap of 1.95 eV into two sub-gaps of 0.71 eV and 1.24 eV between the IB and the valence band minimum (VBM) and the conduction band maximum (CBM), respectively. The IBs have been experimentally realized in quantum dot layout and by impurity doping. The unoccupied states of InAs quantum dots grown in GaAs matrix are located inside the energy gap of GaAs, while oxygen doped ZnTe:O shows strong emission in the middle of ZnTe gap, which is caused by oxygen defects.

Based on their constituent cages, clathrate frameworks are classified into structural series denoted by Roman numerals, similar to their isomorphic structures of hydrate clathrate discovered about two centuries ago. In this work we focus on the type-II Si clathrate, which can be synthesized routinely and has been investigated for PV applications. The Si–Si bonds in type-II clathrates do not deviate much from the ideal $sp^3$ tetrahedral bonding in diamond Si. The average bond length is 2.34 Å and bond angle is near 109.47°. The type-II clathrate is especially suitable for possible IB solar cells because its $E_g$, 1.86 eV, close to the optimal value of 1.95 eV, and its guest concentration can be varied in a wide range. In this work we employ first-principle calculations to investigate electronic structures of type-II clathrates with Ag and Cu guest atoms. Since the substitution of Si atoms on framework by Ag/Cu could happen, we will also discuss the effect of such substitution. Before presenting the results, we first outline the computational methodology and modeling involved.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND MODELING

Our calculations are performed within the framework of the density functional theory (DFT) implemented in the DMol3 package. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was used for the exchange-correlation functional, and all calculations are spin-polarized. Semicore norm-conserving pseudopotentials and the double numerical plus polarization basis sets are...
Si$_{28}$ and Si$_{20}$ cages, respectively. In a conventional unit cell, every Si$_{28}$ cage has twelve Si$_{20}$ and four Si$_{28}$ neighboring cages, while every Si$_{20}$ cage is surrounded by six Si$_{20}$ and six Si$_{28}$ neighboring cages. Si$_{28}$ cages form a cubic diamond network, and every four Si$_{20}$ cages occupy a tetrahedral interstice of this diamond network, creating a Si$_{20}$ tetrahedron. The other four tetrahedral interstices are occupied by Si$_{28}$ cages. The relevant Wyckoff positions in the type-II clathrate are listed in Table I.

In this work, we focus on guest atoms in the Si$_{28}$ cages, whereas guest atoms in Si$_{20}$ either have to overcome high kinetic barriers to enter or are not thermodynamically favorable. We model the guest-host system using a conventional unit cell, ensuring guest atoms isolated from each other in different cages. We investigate the diffusion process by searching for the kinetic barrier ($E_{\text{kin}}$) that a guest atom has to overcome in order to jump between two neighboring cages and by computing the binding energy ($E_b$) defined by

$$E_b = (E_{\text{clath}} + E_{\text{guest}} - E_{\text{total}})/N,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $E_{\text{clath}}$, $E_{\text{guest}}$, and $E_{\text{total}}$ are the total ground-state energies of pure clathrate, guest atoms inside clathrate cages, and the whole structure, respectively. Here $E_b$ indicates the interaction strength between guests and clathrate host. The magnitude of chemical potential ($\mu$), the energy drop to allow an additional guest atom in clathrate, is calculated by

$$\mu = E_{\text{total}}(N) - E_{\text{total}}(N+1),$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $E_{\text{total}}(N)$ represents the total energy of the structure with $N$ guest atoms. $\mu$ largely represents the interaction between guest atoms, showing the tendency for a cluster to further grow. The reference cohesive energy are also calculated with DFT technique for comparison.

### III. RESULTS

#### A. Electronic Band Structure of Type-II Clathrate

Fig. 2 plots the DFT and GW electronic band structures of the pure type-II clathrate. We find that the GW corrections to VBM and CBM are $-0.29$ and $0.20$ eV, respectively, leading to a band gap correction of $0.49$ eV.

### TABLE I. High symmetry points in the type-II clathrate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wyckoff Position</th>
<th>Coordinates</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8a</td>
<td>(0.125, 0.125, 0.125)</td>
<td>Tetrahedron center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32e</td>
<td>(0.218, 0.218, 0.218)</td>
<td>Tetrahedron vertices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96g</td>
<td>(0.182, 0.182, 0.371)</td>
<td>Form hexagon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8b</td>
<td>(0.375, 0.375, 0.375)</td>
<td>Si$_{28}$ center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16c</td>
<td>(0.000, 0.000, 0.000)</td>
<td>Si$_{20}$ center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
i.e., increasing the DFT gap of 1.37 eV to the quasiparticle gap of 1.86 eV, in good agreement with previous calculations. Fig. 2 also suggests that the GW electronic band structure can be obtained by a scissor shift from the DFT results, and we can estimate the IB position from DFT calculations assuming linear dependence of the energies of the quasiparticle states on the corresponding DFT energies inside the gap. The optimal IB partition, 0.71 eV for the lower sub-gap, roughly corresponds to DFT energy 0.53 eV.

Fig. 2. (a) DFT and (b) GW band structures of type-II clathrate. The red dash lines indicate the Fermi level, which is set as energy zero.

B. Cu Guest Atoms in Type-II clathrate

To form IBs in a Si clathrate, the occupied states of guests must be located in the forbidden gap of clathrate and the guest-host interactions shall be weak. We carry out a thorough scan on the elements in the right panel of the periodic table, as well as some diatomic clusters such as GaAs, CuBr, CuS and CdTe. The inert gas atoms could be good candidates since they interact with clathrate very weakly; however, Ar and Kr do not have appropriate energy levels showing up in the clathrate gap. Our investigation suggests that Cu and Ag are most promising among these guests studied.

A Si$_{28}$ cage can contain up to nine Cu atoms, as shown in Fig. 3; additional Cu atoms will either break down the Si$_{28}$ cage or be pushed to an adjacent cage. The binding energy between clathrate and Cu-cluster per guest atom decreases with increasing number of Cu, while the magnitude of the chemical potential to form Cu cluster increases once the number of guests is more than four, indicating that Cu atoms tend to aggregate until the geometrical constraints prevent forming clusters larger than 9 Cu atoms. However, when the number of Cu atoms is less than four, the clathrate-Cu binding could counter forming a larger cluster formation, and a Cu-cluster with any size is very difficult to diffuse.

We have computed electronic structures of clathrates with up to 4 Cu atoms per conventional unit cell, whose relaxed configurations (showing only the Si$_{28}$ cage hosting Cu atoms) are summarized in Fig. 4. Their energy comparison for the same number of Cu atoms in a Si$_{28}$ cage is summarized in Table II. The energy reference is taken at the phase of dispersed Cu atoms, where Cu atoms all occupy hexagon centers. Cu atoms always prefer to occupy the center of a Si hexagon, where the Si–Si bonds of the hexagon are expanded to 2.42 Å from 2.34 Å in pure clathrate, and a Cu atom gains charge by 0.69 e, compared to very little charge transfer when it is located around the cage center. Table II also shows that the energy difference between the dispersed phase and the clustered phase continues to decrease with increasing number of Cu atoms until the 4Cu-cluster [Fig. 4(k)] overturns the dispersed phase [Fig. 4(j)] in total energy. Most of the Cu–Cu bonds have a bonding length close to the value (2.55 Å) of the bulk crystal Cu, but it can decrease to 2.47 Å in some cases due to geometrical constraint.

To determine which configurations would exist at thermal equilibrium, in addition to total energy, the kinetic barrier ($E_{kb}$) for Cu guests to diffuse is also crucial. The
FIG. 4. The relaxed configurations for up to four Cu atoms (deep blue) in a Si$_{28}$ cage (golden) inside one conventional unit cell. (a) Pure clathrate; (b)–(c) one Cu; (d)–(e) two Cu atoms; (f)–(i) three Cu atoms; (j)–(l) Four Cu atoms. The dispersed phase is more stable thermodynamically than the cluster phase until the number of Cu atoms reaches four. See Table II for comparison of total energies.

TABLE II. Relative total energy ($\Delta E$ in eV) for a given guest configuration as shown in Fig. 4 for Cu guests and in Fig. 6 for Ag atoms, compared with the configurations with guest atoms dispersed, i.e., those plotted in Figs. 4(b), (d), (f) and (j) as well as Figs. 6(a), (c), (f) and (h).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cu $\Delta E$</th>
<th>Ag $\Delta E$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4(b)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6(a) 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(c)</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>6(b) −0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si$_{20}^a$</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>Si$_{20}^a$ −0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(d)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6(c) 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(e)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>6(d) −1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(f)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6(f) 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(g)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>6(e) −2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(h)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>6(h) 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(i)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>6(g) −0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(j)</td>
<td>−0.34</td>
<td>6(g) −0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(k)</td>
<td>−0.22</td>
<td>6(e)6(d)$^a$ −0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(l)</td>
<td>−0.22</td>
<td>6(e)6(d)$^a$ −0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ A single Cu/Ag atom inside the Si$_{28}$ cage.

$^b$ Ag-cluster of 6(g) or 6(e) in the first cage and one [6(b)] or two [6(d)] Ag atoms in the adjacent cage.

calculated $E_{kh}$ are summarized in Table III. In Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) we plotted two instances to illustrate the calculation procedure. The barrier is always determined by the path a guest atom takes to pass through a hexagon of Si$_{28}$. We note that for a Cu guest, a barrier practically represents the energy required for a Cu atom to jump into the cage out of the preferred hexagon center. However, Table II shows that Figs. 4(c) and 4(e) are not the favored configurations for one and two Cu atoms inside a Si$_{28}$ cage; furthermore, these two configurations can attract more Cu atoms to form larger clusters inside a cage, destroying IBs eventually. Thus we conclude that it is unlikely to use Cu to induce practical IBs in the type-II Si clathrate.

C. Ag Guest Atoms in Type–II Clathrate

Next we discuss Ag atoms as guests in the type-II Si clathrate, in which a Si$_{28}$ cage can hold up to four Ag atoms, and the fifth Ag will be pushed out to the neighboring Si$_{28}$ cage. As shown in Fig. 3, the magnitude of chemical potential for Ag-cluster formation is greater than the corresponding binding energy, i.e., the free energy can be lowered further by clustering than if otherwise Ag guests are dispersed, so Ag atoms will cluster. We also investigate the energetics for all the possible structures with up to four Ag atoms in a Si$_{28}$ cage, as summarized in Fig. 6. In contrast to Cu atoms, which prefer staying at the hexagon centers, Ag atoms interact with the host much weaker with the binding energy about 1.2 eV, compared with $E_b$ in the range of 3.1 – 4.1 eV for (up to four) Cu atoms, and they prefer staying inside a Si$_{28}$ cage.

Compared to the cohesive energy per Ag atom in its FCC crystal form, around 2.90 eV by DFT (2.95 eV in
FIG. 5. Electronic band structures of all the configurations given in the same order as in Fig. 4. The red dotted lines denote the top valence bands of these guest-host systems, while the blue dash lines indicate the Fermi levels. Here the special k-points are: Γ (0, 0, 0), X (0, 0, 0.5), Q (0, 0.5, 0.5) and L (0.5, 0.5, 0.5).

experiment[53], the magnitude of chemical potential for the inclusion of one extra Ag atom in cluster is about 1.80–2.20 eV. This 0.70–1.10 eV lowering in free energy will disappear if the substitution of Ag guest for Si in the clathrate occurs, hence the substitution will help cluster formation thermodynamically. In addition, more open space in local structure resulting from substitution also favors diffusion of Ag guest atoms and clustering when a diffused Ag atom encounters another Ag atom or cluster. For the Ag-cluster, the Ag–Ag bond inside a cage ranges from 2.65 to 2.81 Å, shorter than the bulk value of 2.89 Å.[54]

Fig. 8 summarizes calculated electronic band structures of type-II clathrates with Ag guests, whose configurations are plotted in Fig. 6. We find that configurations of Figs. 6(b), 6(d) and 6(h) could provide IBs. Similar to Cu hosts, the Ag atom that is located inside the Si_{28} cage thus weakly interacts with the host provides IBs. However, the configurations plotted in Figs. 6(b) and 6(d) will further cluster when additional Ag atoms are captured, forming structures as plotted in Figs. 6(e) and 6(g), and the IBs will disappear. If an additional Ag atom enters a neighboring cage, a 3Ag-cluster [Fig. 6(h)] would have an IB, as illustrated in Fig. 8(h). But
FIG. 6. The relaxed configurations of Ag atoms (light blue) in the Si$_{28}$ cages (golden) in a conventional unit cell. (a)–(b) one Ag atom; (c)–(d) two Ag atoms; (e)–(f) three Ag atoms; and (g)–(h) Four Ag atoms; while (i) shows a satellite Ag atom in a neighboring cage of a 4Ag-cluster.

We find that the existence of useful IBs of Ag guests depends sensitively on cluster formation in the host, and next we discuss the associated kinetics. As summarized in Table III, an Ag atom has to overcome an energy barrier of 1.63 eV to enter a Si$_{28}$ cage from a Si$_{20}$ cage; therefore, we can assume that Ag atoms diffuse into Si$_{28}$ cages only through the Si$_{28}$-cage channel. When Ag atoms enter a Si$_{28}$ to cluster, however, the first three Ag atoms do not experience any activation barriers when crossing the Si hexagon centers. Then the fourth Ag atom has to overcome a 0.66 eV kinetic barrier to enter the cage, due largely to the geometric confinement of the Si$_{28}$. This barrier could make formation of a 4-Ag cluster [Fig. 6(g)] inside a Si$_{28}$ cage more difficult, though it is not high enough to block this process at room temperature.

We also investigate the cluster formation in two Si$_{28}$ cages neighboring to each other. For example, the configuration with two Ag atoms in one cage [Fig. 6(d)] and three in a neighboring one [Fig. 6(e)], has a total energy lower that of the configuration with four Ag atoms in one cage [Fig. 6(g)] and one Ag atom in a neighboring one [Fig. 6(h)]. Thus a 4-Ag cluster is not energetically favored. Furthermore, the kinetics of the same diffusion process also varies with different environment, for example, in contrast to no barrier for the first 3Ag-cluster formation, there is a 0.45 eV barrier for a second 3Ag-cluster to be formed in the neighboring cage; while the presence of a 3Ag-cluster increases the energy barrier for forming a 4Ag-cluster in the neighboring cage from 0.66 eV to 0.79 eV. Given the fact that the largest binding energy per Ag atom barely changes with varying local environment, the Ag-cluster formation is largely determined by its local kinetics.

FIG. 7. The kinetic barriers are extracted by spline fitting from seven-image NEB calculations. (a)–(b) corresponds the barrier for 4(d)$\rightarrow$4(e). Both Cu atoms intend to jump out of hexagon center. (c)–(d) the barrier on how a 4Ag-cluster begins to form. The barrier prevents the Ag atom in the adjacent cage to pass through the hexagon, but once it enters the cage, it will rush to form the cluster with straight lowering potential energy path.

<p>| TABLE III. The kinetic barrier ($E_{kb}$ in eV) for a Cu/Ag guest atom to cross a hexagon of Si clathrate. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>$E_{kb}$</th>
<th>Ag</th>
<th>$E_{kb}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4(d)$\rightarrow$4(e)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>6(a)$\rightarrow$6(b)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(f)$\rightarrow$4(h)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>6(c)$\rightarrow$6(d)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(j)$\rightarrow$4(l)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>6(f)$\rightarrow$6(e)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6(h)$\rightarrow$6(g)</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6(a)'$\rightarrow$6(b)'</td>
<td>0.11$^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6(f)'$\rightarrow$6(e)'</td>
<td>0.45$^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6(h)'$\rightarrow$6(g)'</td>
<td>0.79$^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ The barrier for a Ag to enter a Si$_{28}$ cage from a Si$_{20}$ cage.

$^b$ The barrier for forming a Ag cluster in the second cage with the presence of a 3Ag-cluster in the first cage.
FIG. 8. Electronic band structures of all the configurations listed in the same order as in Fig. 6. The Red dotted lines denote the top valence bands of these guest-host systems, while the blue dash lines indicate the Fermi levels.

D. Electronic Band Structures from the Hybrid Functional

We also employed the HSE hybrid functional to better describe the localized electronic states of these metallic guest atoms. As shown in Fig. 9, the HSE electronic band structures for configurations of Fig. 4(e) for the Cu guests and Fig. 6(b) for the Ag guests, qualitatively agree with the corresponding GGA band structures plotted in Fig. 5(e) and Fig. 8(b), respectively. Quantitatively, HSE increases $E_g$ in configuration of Fig. 4(e) from GGA value of 1.21 eV to 1.80 eV, in Fig. 6(b) from 1.32 eV to 1.75 eV, in good comparison with the GW band gap of 1.86 eV for the pure type-II Si clathrate. In addition, the relative partitioning of subgaps in both cases barely changes comparing GGA with HSE. Thus we conclude that GGA-DFT band structures for these doped clathrates are qualitatively correct.

FIG. 9. Electronic band structures for (a) configuration plotted in Fig. 4e and (b) configuration plotted in Fig. 6b, using the HSE hybrid functional. Here the red dotted lines denote the top valence bands of these guest-host systems, while the blue dash lines indicate the Fermi levels.

IV. SUMMARY

Due to its guest-host structure, the electronic band structure of the type-II silicon clathrate can be modified by a range of various guests. Unlike heavy doping in bulk semiconductor causing lattice mismatch and creating strains that accumulate with increasing the number of impurities, ample empty space in cages leads to much...
smaller structural distortion for the same doping level; thus it is possible to achieve density of guests a a few orders higher than doping. Optoelectronic devices, especially PV cells, could take advantages of this. Here our first-principles investigation suggests that both Cu and Ag guests in the type-II Si clathrate can lead to IBs for building possible highly efficient solar cells, if they can stay “isolated” inside the Si@8 cages. But unfortunately, the Cu/Ag guest atoms will inevitably interact with each other and form clusters inside cages, which would make the guest-host system metallic.

Thus the dynamics of clustering is crucial, and our calculations reveal that a Si@8 cage can hold up to nine Cu atoms. When there are less than four Cu atoms inside a cage, the dispersed phase dominates, and Cu atoms are most likely to be stuck at the hexagon centers; but additional Cu atoms will make the cluster phase thermodynamically favorable. Although there are always low kinetic barriers towards Cu clustering, the large free energy difference mostly decides the stable configurations. On the other hand, the growth of Ag cluster is mainly decided by its kinetics. Ag atoms do not experience sizable kinetic barriers before they form 3Ag-clusters inside the cage, because the Ag atom at the hexagon center deforms the hexagon dramatically and gains substantial charge from clathrate. Once a stable 3Ag-Cluster is formed, an additional Ag atom has to overcome a 0.66 eV kinetic barrier to form a 4Ag-cluster. Moreover, any Ag-cluster presence affects the kinetics in its adjacent cages, indicating that the kinetics could refrain Ag-cluster from growing larger, though the barriers are not high enough to completely stop cluster formation.

We conclude that IBs in type-II clathrate can be induced by one or two Cu/Ag atoms isolated inside the Si@8 cage, while Cu/Ag clustering will destroy IBs. All Cu-guest configurations with IBs existing are not thermodynamically favorable, whereas the configurations for one or two Ag atoms inside the Si@8 cage can induce IBs and are thermodynamically stable. But further clustering (3Ag- and 4Ag-clusters) removes IBs, while the saturated cage with 3Ag- or 4Ag-cluster makes it possible for additional Ag atoms in the adjacent cages to create IBs.

Previous experiments have shown that Cu or Ag atoms could substitute Si on the clathrate framework. The direct consequence is further weakening of the Si-Cu/Ag bonding and the expanding of local structure, leading to lower kinetic barrier of Cu/Ag atoms diffusion. Therefore, guest atoms clustering is expected to become easier and more severe when substitution occurs. We are investigating all the dynamics involved and the effective approaches to prevent clustering, including the non-equilibrium synthesis such as fast quenching to build spatial lattices and lock all dispersed guest atoms simultaneously.
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